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THE POETRY PROFESSORS
Eighteenth-Century Spenserianism
and
Romantic Concepts of Culture
David Hill Radcliffe

hile the Latin trivium of grammar, rhetoric, and logic
dominated English studies from early on, from the first
champions of the vernacular demanded a pedagogy that
would emphasize originality, sensibility, and Britishness. In an 1808
essay on female education, John Bowdler slighted "Latin and
Greek...and going through the old courses of philosophy" in
comparison to "the present modes of instruction among women
[which] have this advantage, that the head and heart are trained
together." Instruction in English lowered fences imposed by gender
and rank; the very need for formal instruction was undermined by
the introduction of truly popular writers like Shakespeare, Pope,
Burns, and Scott—self-taught geniuses, every one.
Reformers
identified new principles of personal, social, and historical identity to
displace the traditional hierarchies of kind and degree built into with
the idea of a literary classic; in so doing they modified older
conceptions of habit and genius into the complex of things we now
call culture. The genealogy of "culture" is quite complex. The word
did not come into general usage until well into the nineteenth
century, and the concept was simultaneously developed in different
places and in different intellectual arenas. It has always had multiple
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and contradictory meanings. But reviewing the origins of culture in
eighteenth-century British literature will shed light on why this allimportant term was and remains problematic in English studies.'
Like the invisible hand Adam Smith detected in the market
economy, culture was understood as a hidden force that regulates, or
ought to regulate, taste, morality, and politics. This had profound
consequences for literary study, undermining education by imitation
and encouraging students to interpret literary works as outward
expressions of an underlying genius, spirit, or culture. While
imitation was distasteful to champions of feminine sensibility,
unlettered Shakespeare, and liberal politics, it nonetheless played a
foundational role in the invention of modern alternatives to the
humanist curriculum. I will discuss how imitations of Spenser by
William Shenstone, Gilbert West, Thomas Gray, James Beattie, and
William Wordsworth assembled constituents of cultural discourses
that have since become a second nature in English studies.^ While
the philosophical basis for culture was developed in Scotland, many
components appeared earlier, in a phenomenon that might be called
Dodsley Spenserianism. It seems fitting that the idea of culture,
which places such store in a collective imagination, would begin as an
invention of the poets—invented out of Renaissance literature, and
' John Bowdler, "Thoughts on the Proposed Improvement of Female Education" in Select
Pieces in Verse and Prose^ 2 vols. (London: 1816) 1:100. On the early history of English
studies, see Robert D. J. Palmer, The Rise of English Studies: An Account of the Study of English
Language and Literature From its Origins to the Making of the Oxford English School (London:
Oxford UP, 1965) 1-14; Richard S. Tomson, Classics or Charity? The Dilemma of the
Eighteenth-Century Grammar School (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1971) 36-72:
John Lawson, John and Harold Silver, A Social History of Education in England (London
Methuen, 1973) 181-9; Sheldon Rothblatt, Tradition and Change in English Liberal Education.
An Essay in History and Culture (London: Faber, 1976) 47, passim; Robert Crawford,
Devolving English Literature (Oxford: Clarendon, 1992) 16-44.
^ On the survival and adaptation of classical practices of imitation, see George Pigman,
"Imitation and the Renaissance sense of the Past: The Reception of Erasmus' Ciceionianus,"
Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies 9 (1979): 155-77 and "Versions of Imitation in the
Renaissance," Renaissance Quarterly 33 (1980): 1-32; Thomas M. Greene, The Light in Tray:
Imitation and Discovery in Renaissance Poetry (New Haven: Yale UP, 1981); on eighteenthcentury imitation, see Francis Gallaway, Reason, Rule, and Revolt in English Classicism (New
York: Scribners, 1940), 210-27 and Howard Weinbrot, "'An Ambition to Excel': The
Aesthetics of Emulation in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," Huntington Library
Quarterly 48 (1985): 121-39. I discuss the subject further in "Imitation, Popular Literacy, and
'The Cottr's Saturday Night,'" in Critical Essays on Robert Bums, ed. Carol McGuirk (in
press).
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Spenser in particular. The understandings of community, history, and
education found in eighteenth-century imitations of England's archpoet plainly derive from the very practices of imitation the concept
of culture would eventually displace.' Robert Dodsley's frequently
reprinted A Collection of Poems (1748-58) disseminated the new
Spenserianism and made it a model for later writers.
If reaction against the classics came to a head with the romantics'
deification of Shakespeare, the process began a century earlier with
the revaluation of Spenser, more easily assimilated into the traditional
curriculum as taught at Eton and Winchester, Oxford and Cambridge.
A number of eighteenth-century poems about education began as
school exercises, often quasi-Spenserian allegories on topics like the
Judgment of Paris or the Choice of Hercules. If the poet Milton
describes as a better teacher than Aquinas could be taught as a
classical humanist, he could also be regarded as an "original" genius
made possible by a British liberty, piety, and general prosperity that
excelled anything known to the ancients. Spenser enjoyed the
ambiguous status of being the first "modern" classic. By mid-century,
training in the moral verities was conducted alongside of training in
aesthetic responses that fostered patriotism, so that Joseph Warton s
students at Winchester College composed imitations not about the
moral qualities of Juno, Athena, and Diana, but about the aesthetic
qualities of Spenser, Shake:peare, and Milton. Later romantics, as
their juvenilia makes abundantly clear, learned to write by imitating
not only elder "classics" like Spenser and Milton, but more modern
bards writing in a tradition of "British" poetry; Thomson and Beattie,
Collins, Gray, and the Wartons.''
' On the torturous history of "culture" see Raymond Williams, Culture and Society,
1780-19S0 (London: Chatto and Windus, 1958), A. L. Kroeber, A. L. and Clyde Kluckhohn,
Culture: a Critical Review of Concepts and Definitions (New York; Vintage, 1963); E. H.
Gombrich, In Search of Cultural History (Oxford: Clarendon, 1969); Karl J. Weintraub,
Visions of Culture (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1966); and Lesley Johnson, The
Cultural Critics From Matthew Arnold to Raymond Williams (London: Routledge, 1979). I
place issues discussed in the present essay in broader contexts in "The Poetry Professors:
Literary Imitation, Untutored Genius, and Cultural Identity," in Beauty arid the Critic:
/Esthetics in an Age of Cultural Studies, ed. James Soderholm (Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 1997), 162-89.
•* On national aspirations see Howard Weinbrot, Britannia's Issue: The Rise of British Literature
from Dryden to Ossian (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993) 115-21 and passim;
on Warton see Charles Bathuret, "The Poetical Triumvirate; Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton.
Written as a School Exercise...Winchester College, 1772," Poems (London: 1849), 3-11. The
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The intellectual and much of the technical basis for romantic
poetry was taught in school; by the 1760s, when students and faculty
produced verse they wrote mostly in English and were more likely to
imitate Spenser and Milton than Horace and Ovid. Academic verse
was "local" in the sense of marking an occasion in the national story
and situating it in the native landscape—allegorical figures of Cam and
Isis appear frequently. Scholars and Fellows celebrated military
achievements and royal birthdays in odes, elegies, and sonnets that
often rejected the neoclassical couplet in favor of the native
barbarisms of Spenserian and Miltonic prosody. London wits
skewered Oxford and Cambridge affectations of antiquity—
Whilom, what time, eftsoons and erst,
(So prose is oftentimes beverst)
Sprinkled with quaint fantastic phrase.
Uncouth to ears of modern days...
—but such was the house style. For all their fustian, mid-century
Spenserians were usually political liberals who maintained close ties
to the ministries controlling places and patronage. Rather than
addressing noble peers, as in the verse epistles typical of the last
generation, mid-century writers favored the less-personal allegorical
ode, burning incense on the altar of the state. The interestedness of
these disinterested offerings to Liberty was generally recognized, as in
a parody of Gray's Installation Ode beginning, "Hence, Avaunt! 'Tis
venal ground!" There is no mistaking the party line in their
celebrations of liberty, benevolence, commerce, empire, and progress.
Nor was the "Hercules" theme merely an academic matter: these
young writers (or at least the luckier ones) faced difficult choices
between working within or against a patronage system that offered
substantial rewards to those willing to sacrifice virtue to venality.
Hercules theme was popularized by Shaftesbury's Characteristicks and appears in college verse
by Shenstone, "The Judgment of Hercules" (Poems, 1737); Lowth, The Judgment of Hercules
(1743); Beattie, "The Judgment of Paris" (Poems, 1760); James Scott, Heaven: A Vision (1760);
W. J. Mickle, The Concubine (1767); Anonymous, "The Choice of Hercules" and "Familiar
Epistle" (Shamrock, ed.Whyte, 1772); William Whitehead, "Vision of Solomon" (Poems,
1788); Robert Bedingfield, "The Education of Achilles" (The Museum, 1747) is a variant. On
the later romantics, see Greg Kucich, Keats, Shelley, and Romantic Spenserianism (University
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1991), 6, passim; for modern bards see Vicemus
Knox's Elegant Extracts (1789).
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Among the reasons Thomas Gray declined the laureateship would
have been to let others know that his pen was not for hire, an
important matter to anyone espousing republican views. Thomas
Warton paid for his pension in ridicule, as did Whitehead, Pye, and
Southey.^
Eighteenth-century Spenserianism seems to have begun at Oxford,
where it had a boost from Addison's example and later from the
unique Oxford professorship in poetry. At a time when merit and
professorships were not synonymous, the poetry professorship was
held by distinguished writers, among them the two Thomas Wartons,
Christopher Pitt, Joseph Spence (whose Polymetis is said to have
influenced Keats), Robert Lowth, and James Hurdis—all in one way
or another "Spenserians." The professors were expected to deliver
Latin lectures on the classical poets (some did, some didn't) and
apparently to assist with the collections of college verse. As
compilers, editors, and arrangers, the poetry professors seemed to
have encouraged Spenserian and Miltonic verse (the rival Cambridge
collections were quite similar). Many Spenserians made their first
appearance in such anthologies, which in the hands of Thomas
Warton could be splendid productions. Of a hundred or so
eighteenth-century Oxford poets writing in Spenserian-Miltonic
traditions, the notable include (in addition to the above): William
Lisle Bowles, Richard Owen Cambridge, Henry Francis Gary,
William Collins, John Dalton, William Diaper, Hugh Downman,
Abel Evans, Henry Headley, Sir William Jones, Ceoige Lyttelton,
Thomas Percy, William Shenstone, Robert Southey, William
Thompson, Thomas Tickell, John Upton, Joseph Warton, the
younger Samuel Wesley, and Gilbert West. An honorary degree was
^ "Eftsoons" in Robert Lloyd, "On Rhyme," Poetical Works, 2 vols. (London: 1774) 2:113;
see also "To Obscurity" and "The Poetry Professors." The best known of many such
parodies is Johnson's "Trickt in Antique Ruff and Bonnet," in Thraliana (1777); on the Gray
parody see Roger Lonsdale, ed.. The Poems of Gray, Collins, and Goldsmith (London:
Longman, 1969), 267. On Augustan Spenserianism, see R. S. Crane, "Imitation of Spenser
and Milton in the Early Eighteenth Century," Studies in Philology 15 (1918) 195-206, Harko
G. de Maar, A History of Modem English Romanticism. Vol 1: Elizabethan and Modem
Romanticism in the Eighteenth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1924), 46-57,
66-86, Gallaway, 259-76, Earl R. Wasserman, Elizabethan Poetry in the Eighteenth Century
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1947) 92-152, Richard C. Frushell, "Spenser and the
Eighteenth-Century Schools," Spenser Studies 7 (1986): 175-98, Kucich, 11-61.
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given to the Jewish financier and prolific Spenserian, Moses Mendez;
the Scot William Julius Mickle worked for the Clarendon Press.
The most influential member of this group was Shenstone, in his
own right as a poet and as selector of poems for Dodsley and Percy's
Reliques. Shenstone's career illustrates much of what was at issue in
establishing a new social mission for vernacular poetry. In the Life
of Shenstone, Samuel Johnson addresses the choice-of-life question they
confronted as Oxford contemporaries: "He spent his estate in
adorning it, and his death was probably hastened by his anxieties. He
was a lamp that spent its oil in blazing. It is said that if he had lived
a little longer he would have been assisted by a pension: such bounty
could not have been ever more properly bestowed; but that it was
ever asked is not certain: it is too certain that it never was enjoyed."
Johnson entered the great world while Shenstone, with a small estate
at his command, elected to live privately. In avoiding dependence,
Shenstone cut off the traditional routes to wealth and position: "After
all, I am miserable...I never can attend enough to some twelve-penny
matter, on which a great deal depends." Such complaints fall
somewhat short of his college pledge to Virtue in the Judgment of
Hercules: "by thy bright immortal friends I swear, / Thy fair Idea
shall no toils impair" (482-83). To Johnson, Shenstone's embittered
idealism epitomized the error made by disciples of Shaftesbury who
identified taste with virtue and retirement with independence.^
Such trials were unanticipated when Shenstone collected his college
verse in a slender volume printed at Oxford in 1737 (the Houghton
Library copy contains a manuscript poem addressed to his tutor). It
is notable for "The School-Mistress," the first of a long series of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century poems on education written in
Spenserian stanzas. It describes a country dame-school in the
burlesque manner of Pope's "The Alley" (1727), also written in
Spenserians. Apart from the archaisms, the humor turns on a lively
contest between the schoolmistress and the "unruly brats" living in a
barely civilized condition:
And may no Carl their Innocence deride.
^ Johnson, Lives of the PoetSj ed. G. B. Hill (Oxford: Clarendon, 1905) 3:352-3; The Letters
of William Shenstone, ed. Marjorie Williams (Oxford: Blackwell, 1939) 97; Shenstone, The
Judgement of Hercules (London, 1741).
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While they p-ss boldly, in the face of all;
Turning unaw'd their Vestments small aside,
Ne covet Hedge, ne Barn their privy Parts to hide. (78-81)''
In 1742 Shenstone expanded the poem from 12 to 28 stanzas and
published it separately. In the longer version the schoolmistress
figures as a jealous queen (Elizabeth, presumably) managing her
unruly kingdom by dolling out rewards and punishments. Shenstone
discerns a "Semblaunce meet" between the boisterous students and the
frowning cherubs gracing the corners of an old map: "childish Faces
of old Eol's train." It suggests a political allegory recalling the
aigument Spenser's Artegal makes to the leveling giant who would
reap the whirlwinds: "He maketh Kings to sit in souerainty; / He
maketh subiects to their powre obay" (2.2.xli).
The general tenor is critical of an old woman manipulating her
little charges by force and corruption. In revision, the little "Wight
of bum y-galled" develops into an incipient republican hero; while the
others relish their gingerbread, he "scorns her proffer'd Love, and
shuns to be caress'd." Rather than conning the sentences inscribed
on the front of his horn book, the lad had been dreamily
contemplating the picture on its reverse:
The Work so quaint that on their Backs is seen,
St. George's high Atchievents does declare:
On which thilk Wight that has y-gazing been, (l 14-16)
If St. George is Spenser's Redcross, the episode implies a kind of
truancy on Shenstone's part—scribbling Spenserians when he might
have been translating Prodicus in stately couplets. Competition
between ancients and moderns also appears in a quiver of appended
Latin quotations, dropped from the version anthologized in Dodsley's
Collection. That final iteration further tempers the archaisms and
sentimentalizes its subject in a manner far removed from Pope and
the original of 1737. Shenstone embraces Spenser, adding lines to
' Shenstone, "The School-Mistress. A Poem. In Imitation of Spencer's Stile," Poems Upon
Various Occasions (Oxford: 1737); reprinted and expanded as The School-Mistress, A Poem.
In Imitation of Spenser (London; 142) and again in the third volume of A Collection of Poems.
By Several Hands, Robert Dodsley, ed. (London, 1748).
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shift the center of the poem from the whipping to the horn book and
a new stanza comparing the little truant to the "bard by Mulla's silver
stream" who suffered "deadly dolorous plight" at the hands of
Tyrone's rebels.
The theme of rebellion turns up in Shenstone's correspondence,
where the revisions to the School-Mistress are juxtaposed with an
account of the 1745 Jacobite rising.
As if in response, the
schoolmistress mutates from a subject of ridicule into a bastion of
Protestantism who "in those Elfin's ears, would oft deplore / The
times, when Truth by popish rage did bleed." Shenstone describes
how "oft the dame, on Sabbath's decent eve, / Hymned such psalms
as Sternhold forth did mete." The adroit reference to clumsy
Sternhold balances irony with sentiment: "For well may Freedom,
erst so dearly won, / Appear to British elf more gladsome than the
sun." These lines are recalled in "The Cotter's Saturday Night"
where the peasantry will "stand a wall of fire, around their muchlov'd ISLE" (180); Burns would seem to validate Shenstone's hopes for
popular education:
Yet sprung from Birch, what dazling Fruits appear!
Ev'n now sagacious Foresight points to shew
A little Bench of heedless Bishops here.
And there a Chancellor in Embryo;
Or Bard, sublime, if Bard may e'er be so.
As Milton, Shakespeare; Names that ne'er shall die!
Tho' now he crawl on the Ground so low.
Nor weeting how the Muse shou'd soar on high.
Wishes, poor starv'ling Elf! his Paper-Kite may fly.
Thus the twenty-third stanza in 1742; in 1748 "sprung from Birch"
was significantly modified to "nurs'd with skill." The maternal image
announces a coming change in literary studies: sentimental education
ists not only favored the mother tongue, they banished the rod used
to teach the masculine classics, even as they brandished it at French
tyrants and Stuart pretenders.
The School-Mistress pulls together several strands important to
thinking about culture: displacement of classical literature, use of
poetry for social indoctrination ("Sternhold" suggests Methodist
hymnody), a positive assessment of the role of women in education.
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and especially the idea that "nurs'd with skill," a country lad might
become a judge, a chancellor, or a bard sublime. These ideas are
thoughtfully worked out in transformations of classical genres
through the medium of Spenserian imitation. The rebellion of 1745,
while tangential to Shenstone's poem, proved to be a factor in college
English, first developed in Scotland, whose Highlanders were
described in terms like those applied to Shenstone's uncivilized
children. As Sir Walter Scott would tell the story in Waverly^ it was
the teat of civilization, not the rod of English arms, that wrought the
cultural change. Scott's romances set the tone for the civilizing
mission of English studies: their inset lyrics illustrate how poetry
unites and informs political unity. Shenstone's revisions make a
similar point by recasting the dame-school tyrant as a hymn-singing
bulwark of resistance to Catholic-Jacobite superstition. Spenser's
poetry, however illiberal, was not incidental to this; Whigs revered
Gloriana as the great civilizing force in English history, not unlike
one of Scott's song-singing heroines. But before Spenser and
Elizabeth could replace Viigil and Augustus, the Moderns program
needed to be developed in more detail.
While Shenstone was at work on The School-Mistress, the Scottish
poet James Thomson was writing The Castle of Indolence, another
Spenserian burlesque that evolved into something more than first
intended. Like Shenstone, Thomson was part of the Lyttelton circle
that supported the republican-inspired opposition to Walpole and
George II. The indolence theme reflects on public matters: being out
of office, the opposition had plenty of time to cultivate their gardens
in vitiating retirement. In the second canto, a Knight of Industry
rehearses Whig doctrine accompanied by a "little Druid wight" whose
song arouses Britain from luxury to virtue—illustrating the reforming
potential of literature. Thomson doubtless inspired Gilbert West,
another opposition poet, to write Education: A Poem (1751).' West
was once proposed as tutor for Prince Frederick, the intended Patriot
King. Education opposes a scholastic House of Pride to a national
House of Holiness. West, famous as the translator of Pindar,
® Gilbert We5t, Education: A Poem in Two Cantos. Written in Imitation of the Style and
Manner cf Spenser's Fairy Queen (London: 151). The second canto was never published.
West's 1739 A Canto of the Fairy Queen. Written by Spenser, later titled "On the Abuse of
Travelling," is also concerned with education.
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champions poetic and political liberty, allegorizing Pride as the giant
Custom, genus loci of the Eton and Oxford he once attended. "To
the Charms of younger Science blind," the faculty fruitlessly cultivate
classic laurels, "Aliens to the Clime" (stanza xx) on a tasteless estate
compared unfavorably to the woody grove sheltering Gloriana's druid
fane. He expresses contempt for the "A turbid Mass of Waters, vast,
profound, / Hight of Philology the Lake" (stanza xxvii); but insists
on (and practices) imitation: "The Seeds of every Virtue here below,
/ From Discipline alone, and early Culture grow" (Induction). Like
West's earlier Spenserian burlesque, A Canto of the Fairy Queen
(1739), Education found its way into Dodsley.
Even as he imitates a druidical Spenser, West attempts to reconnect
education to "the knowledge of the world, and man's great business
there." To attempt a renaissance of the Renaissance was to place
one's self in an equivocal position. Donning the antic costume of
Spenserian diction, stanza, and allegory. West ostentatiously sides
with those upholding Spenser and Jonson as equivalents to Virgil and
Horace—but he imitates Spenser's manner according to a "custom"
learned in school, displaying a mastery of philology that impressed
even Samuel Johnson. West could imitate Spenser more accurately
than Spenser could Chaucer not only because he had Spenser's
example to work from, but because imitation had been considerably
refined during the Ancients-Moderns contentions that yielded both
modern philology and the "imitation" as a literary kind. To imitate
Spenser as others had imitated Horace was not, in 1750, such a radical
departure—Matthew Prior had done it as far back as 1706. Nor does
West have much anything very specific to say the role of education
in a commercial republic. John Locke appears as a tutelary Palmer
but, tellingly, is given nothing to do: like the little Druid wight in
Thomson's Castle, his role is limited to patriotic exhortation. The
implications of Locke's Some Thoughts Concerning Education had yet
to be fully absorbed—these included not only a devaluation of the
classical languages, but the suggestion that students spend less time
writing poetry: "I know not what Reason a Father can have, to wish
his Son a Poet, who does not desire to have him bid Defiance to all
other Callings, and Business." Poets are dismissed from this modern
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republic for different reasons than they were from Plato's ancient
one—to Locke, poetry is less vicious than pointless.'
While West's unfinished poem does little to illustrate the means of
modern education, his allegory does suggest its ends. When Gloriana
offers her daughters Paedia and Religion to the Knight of Education
and his son. Education presents a form of the aigument Coleridge
would later make in On the Constitution of Church and State.
Gloriana modifies the task she earlier assigns to Redcross in Spenser's
poem, intended "to fashion a gentleman or noble person in vertuous
and gentle discipline":
With You must Reformation first take place:
You are the Head, the Intellectual Mind
Of this vast Body Politick; whose base.
And vulgar Limbs, to Drudgery consign'd.
All the rich stores of Science have resign'd
To You; that, by the Craftsman's various Toil,
The sea-worn Mariner, and sweating Hind,
In Peace and Affiuence maintain'd, the while
You, for Yourselves and Them, may dress the Mental Soil.
(Ixxx)
No longer is discipline understood as the habitual repetition of
virtuous acts; it has become a "science" of an "intellectual mind,"
contributing to the division of labor typifying a commercial
economy. Though culture is still a mere metaphor, "mental soil"
begins to naturalize a new understanding of educational discipline. In
a concluding vision, Gloriana's Palace, with "radiant cross" and niches
thronged with heroes, signifies the Ancient Constitution: "Then also
shall this emblematic Pile, / By Magic whilom fram'd to sympathize
/ ... Grow with their Growth." West's extended idea of "taste" unites
education, history, politics, and virtue in a complex that approximates
what we mean by culture. Robert Southey remarked that "With
West, that school of poetry originated, which has produced Akenside,
' Matthew Prior imitated Horace in "Spenserian" stanzas in An Ode Humbly Presented to the
Queen. Even earlier, Spenser's editor John Hughes was imitating Horace in a SpenserianMiltonic style while a schoolboy at a dissenting academy. John Locke, Some Thoughts
Concerning Education, ed. John W. and Jean S. Yolton (Oxford; Clarendon, 1989), 230.
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Gray, Mason, and the Wartons"; adopting Shaftesbury's reconfigur
ation of Locke's principles, these poets regarded taste as a vital part
of political education. The figurative landscape West uses to
demonstrate taste recalls his uncle's famous estate at Stowe, where the
Aeneases and Guyons of the Patriot opposition could pursue
imaginary quests in a theme park studded with allegorical machinery:
a gothic temple of Modern Virtue (in ruins), temple of British
Worthies (mostly Elizabethans), and images from the Faerie Queene}°
There, as in Education, culture implies geoigic improvement, the
rising landscape according with a modern nation blossoming under its
liberal constitution. By pegging education to a magical sympathy
between polity, landscape, and intellectual progress. West, like
Shenstone, contributes to the idea of culture. The notion of identity
emblematized in Gloriana's palace survives in cultural discourses that
assume a covert sympathy among economic, literary, moral, and
political phenomena. The difference is that for West this is magical
thought, the stuff of romance; for us the invisible hand has become
the object of social "science."
Education proposes a vision without working out the details: just
how is the intellectual mind to be joined to the uneducated limbs of
a sprawling commercial republic? It might be objected that in
burlesque allegories the relation of the writer to society, like the
relation of style to matter, is not organic. Augustan notions of
propriety permitted, even encouraged, disparities between writers and
personas, words and things. Insofar as literature was mimetic, it
would ape the complexities and contradictions of a complex and
heterogeneous society. Burlesque allegory fails the tests of sincerity
and holism being introduced by a new science of mind that identified
the head with the heart and a new political economy that stressed
unity of character within a social system. In response to these,
literature and education began to stress simplicity. Thus Shenstone:
"The true burlesque of Spenser (whose characteristic is simplicity)
seems to consist in a simple representation of such things as one
laughs to see or observe one's self, rather than in any monstrous
Robert Southey, The Later English Poets^ 3 vols. (London: 1807) 1:241; on the allegory at
Stowe, see Ronald Paulson Emblem and Expression: Meaning in English Art of the Eighteenth
Century (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1975) 20-28, who discerns a "choice of Hercules"; I have
not seen West's own 1732 guidebook.
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contrast betwixt the thoughts and words." Southey's generation
strove to recreate an Elizabethan "spirit" without the philological and
rhetorical disparities found in the Augustan imitations, or in The
Faerie Queene itself for that matter. Substituting norms of organic
holism for those of humanist discrimination, later romantics lost
respect for, and eventually knowledge of, the structures of difference
built into the older hierarchy of genres."
Critics have recently come to regard social differences and logical
contradictions as constitutive of "culture," retaining the word even as
they reject earlier ideals of sincerity and holism. As a result, the
conceptual problems that preoccupied the inventors of culture acquire
new interest. A brief consideration of Gray, Beattie, and Wordsworth
will illustrate the intellectual difficulties faced by writers trying to
develop a program out Dodsley Spenserianism. Their challenge,
confronted in life as much as literature, was to discover a conception
of virtue appropriate to a modern society: linking untutored genius
to the idea of a national spirit undeigirding a society too diffuse and
complex to be understood or acted upon by individuals. Gray and
Beattie popularized the notion of untutored genius without rendering
it coherent, while Wordsworth developed a more coherent program
without managing to make it popular. Gray's Elegy Written in a
Country Churchyard (1751, collected in Dodsley, 1755) and Beattie's
The Minstrel (1771, 1774) spawned a national search for a "mute
inglorious Milton" that inspired hundreds of poems written in
Spenserians or variants by writers who never attended a university,
among them Robert Burns, John Thelwall, William Knox, Mary
Robinson, Alexander Wilson, Thomas Dermody, John Struthers,
James Hogg, John Clare, Felicia Hemans and Bernard Barton. With
little formal education (though often more than supposed) they were
not imitating Spenser; such writers worked within a Shenstone
tradition that celebrated the domestic affairs of simple people.
Separating literature from the Latin classics really did open up the
" Shenstone's remark was made in a letter to Graves, Williams, 40. Spenser's pastorals came
in for special disapprobation: "elegant simplicity, so necessary in Bucolic poetry, was no
characteristic of the author of the Fairy Queen," Nathan Drake, Literary Hours (1798), 343.
Drake desired a literal transcription of rural speech and scenery. On the romantics' disregard
of genre, see Clifford Siskin's chapter, "The Un-Kind Imagination" in The History of Romantic
Discourse (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 15-36.
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republic of letters, but it did not resolve the lingering question of
virtue in a complex and commercial society.
Gray himself was far from expecting works of genius from such
unlettered writers. His inglorious Milton, after all, was mute.
Writing to Algoratti in 1763, he ai^ues that "poetry...implies at least
a liberal education, a degree of literature, and various knowledge,
whereas the other [arts] (with a few exceptions) are in the hands of
slaves and mercenaries, I mean, of people without education, who,
though neither destitute of genius, nor insensible of fame, must make
gain their principle end" (2:811). Gray accepted the doctrine that
poetry requires a disinterestedness denied to laborers in the lesser arts.
Untutored genius he could accept; untutored poetry he could not.
The uneducated cannot be expected to write like Milton, speak like
Hampton, or act like Cromwell. In this he seems less advanced than
Shenstone, who shared his library with the shoemaker poet, James
Woodhouse.'^ But Gray's attitude can be seen as part of a new
understanding of "culture" that represents social bonds as historical
and anonymous, very different from such face-to-face relationships.
It was, after all, a future professor of history who documents "the
short and simple annals of the poor." In "The Alliance of Education
and Government" (ca. 1748), Gray makes the assumption that "Alike
to all the kind impartial heaven / The sparks of truth and happiness
has given" (28-9)." But why, if all societies emerged from a common
state of nature, are they everywhere so different?
While
acknowledging Montesquieu, Gray argues that a favorable local
climate is nothing without education, and education nothing without
the fostering care of government. He never finished the poem,
perhaps because he was uncertain about what form an alliance
between the intellectual mind and base and vulgar limbs should take.
Should government come from above or below, and if from below,
what might the consequences be for a commercial society in which
virtue and disinterestedness had become thoroughly problematic?
Thomas Gray, Correspondence^ ed. Paget Toynbee and Leonard Whibley, 3 vols (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1935, 1971) 2:811; James Woodhouse, "Advertisement," Poems on Sundry
Occasions (London: 1764).
" Gray*s poems are quoted from Roger Lonsdale, ed. The Poems of Gray, Collins, and
Goldsrnith (London: Longmans, 1969); on the political context see Lonsdale's introduction
and Suvir Kaul, Thomas Gray and Literary Authority: A Study in Ideology and Poetics
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992), 185-9.
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about the practical consequences of republican doctrine we know
from the Elegy. Like any other eighteenth-century student of history,
he did not simply assume that societies would be better for being
more egalitarian.
In the Elegy Gray weighs the choice-of-life question by comparing
the memorials of lettered and unlettered persons: what might we learn
from the historical record? With the church monuments standing in
for the usual allegorical figures, Gray's reflections recall the first
stanza of The School-Mistress:
Ah Me! full sorely is my heart forlorn.
To think how modest worth neglected lies;
While partial Fame doth with her blasts adorn
Such deeds alone, as pride and pomp disguise;
Deeds of ill sort, and mischievous emprizel
Lend me thy clarion, goddess! let me try
To sound the praise of merit, ere it dies;
Such as I oft have chaunced to espy.
Lost in the dreary shades of dull obscurity.
Like Shenstone, Gray finds little to admire in the violent exploits of
classical heroes and feudal knights, and like Shenstone he is attracted
to retirement as an alternative to fame and public life. In the Eton
manuscript the speaker, disregarding the progressive alliance of
education and government, resolves to "Pursue the silent Tenour of
[his] Doom" in obscurity. Gray rejected this conclusion, as Lonsdale
puts it, because "A simple identification with the innocent but
uneducated villagers was mere self-deception" (115). The published
versions add a third tomb that envisions a new social position for the
man of letters. Contiguous with those buried inside the church—pos
sessed of wealth, knowledge, and the desire for fame—and those
buried outside the church—possessed of poverty, ignorance, and the
desire for fame—the poet-professor situates himself as an intermediary
possessed of poverty, knowledge, and the desire for fame. In the
"Epitaph" Gray assumes the mediating role of a good shepherd,
receiving friendship from God and bestowing tears on the poor. In
so presenting himself he slips, via that infamous pronominal twist,
out of the local and historical mode of georgic verse and into the
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magical realm of pastoral and romanced'' The published version
resists social and historical discrimination, stressing continuity within
the parts of the poem, the tradition of pastoral elegy, and a society
whose hierarchical extremes are connected by the poet's heightened
sympathy.
The bucolic conclusion situates Gray's sylvan historian in the
poetical Arcadia of Theocritus and Bion, Spenser and Milton. This
heightened vantage is akin to prospect views adopted by georgic
poets, but not bounded by their attention to "things as they are."
Like the anthropologist, the poet is in the village but not of it; like
Arnold's remnant or Marx's vanguard, he possesses powers of vision
that transcend material conditions that otherwise determine the habits
and beliefs of a class-bound society. The Elegy establishes two
moments necessary to a new understanding of liberal education:
empathetic identification with ignorant sufferers, succeeded by critical
self-reflection. Apparently first formulated by Gray, this combination
survives in modern pedagogy and writing about culture; in
anthropological writing and journalistic commentaries on social
victims the elegiac voice is a prominent generic constituent. Elegy
appeals to "the voice of nature," a faith in common humanity
displayed in Gray's figures that link an intellectual mind to base and
vulgar limbs until the universal desire to be remembered renders
"our" and "their" interchangeable: "Ev'n in our ashes live their
wonted fires" (91-2). This chiasmus begins the modulation from
georgic observation into pastoral imagination. Pastoral distinguishes
simple subjects from the artifice supplied by their learned historians.
Writers who praise simplicity are seldom simple people; the moment
of critical reflection turns on alienating self-recognition. Pastoral
renders the poet "low" like the subjects he contemplates, but also
"high" like the learned traditions in which he writes. Pastoral elegy
is well suited to the mediating role assumed by writers on culture.
Pastoral fiction enables the speaker to empathize with humble folk
while sustaining the humanist belief that poetry, like the other liberal
"* For a survey of criticism on this famous crux see Henry Weinfield, TToe Poet Without a
Name: Gray's "Elegy" and the Problem of History (Carbondale; Southern Illinois University
Press, 1991); I am at odds with Weinfield, who sees a dialectical engagement with "the
problem of history," xiii. Weinfield, regarding culture as a dialogue of great writers, takes
the Hegelian high priori road; Kaul, regarding culture as ideological contradiction, sees "a
displaced engagement with the transformative power of Commerce," 118.
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arts, requires leisure. Insofar as this Arcadian figure is Thomas Gray,
the poet-shepherd-historian-professor makes a choice of life opposed
to both "honour's voice" and "useful toil." We might compare
Shenstone's account of himself as a disinterested observer in "Rural
Elegance" (1750), a poem that also represents retirement as a form of
social engagement:
And sure there seem, of humankind.
Some born to shun the solemn strife;
Some for amusive tasks design'd.
To soothe the certain ills of life. (169-72)
The Elegy, steeped in tradition, nonetheless charts a new kind of
pastoral care for poor but non-laboring professors: aesthetic
education.Aesthetic education understands disinterestedness
differently from classical doctrine. Rather than moving towards
public life. Gray's scholar-shepherd practices an intellectual virtue—in
contrast to regicide Milton's—that is innocently "cloistered."
Moreover, the cloistered professor can practice culture in a republic
of taste without the fearsome expense required to construct the
material landscapes described by Shenstone, Thomson, and West.
Gray's images mei^e the concrete history of geoigic verse almost
seemlessly into the pastoral-poetic realm "that wreathes its old
fantastic roots so high" (102), closing the breach between writer and
persona, words and things that had been the basis of Spenserian
imitation. Uniting what burlesque sets asunder, the poet's heightened
perceptions render magical thought as "common" sense; as Johnson
puts it: "The Church-yard abounds with images which find a mirrour
in every mind, and with sentiments to which every bosom returns an
echo" (Hill, 3:441). Admiration coming from this quarter underscores
how far Gray's naturalized pastoral has departed from the elegies of
Spenser and Milton.
The Cambridge professor suggests a new role for the clerisy in an
alliance between education and government, but not a new social
program for educating the poor. This was left to James Beattie's
"Rural Elegance" is quoted from Poetical Works^ ed. Geoi^e Gilfallen (New York:
Appleton, 1854). On aesthetic education see Douglas Lane Patey, "The Eighteenth Century
Invents the Canon," MLS 18 (1988): 17-37.
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Minstrel, Or the Progress of Genius, (1771, 1774), revised after Gray's
death to allude to the Elegy, even as Gray echoes Shenstone:
Ah! -who can tell how many a soul sublime...
In life's low vale remote has pined alone.
Then dropt into the grave, unpitied and unknown! (l:i).
Like Shenstone and Gray, Beattie assembled his poem over a long
period, gradually excising satirical elements that underscored social
and generic differences. Aesthetic education begins in the first canto
with epiphanic encounters with rainbows, fairies, ballads, and old
wive's tales; in the second the boy pursues more liberal studies with
a philosophical hermit; to become a poet he must learn to give over
village ways and moralize his song. Ostensibly a minstrel of yore,
"Edwin" is in fact a romanticized James Beattie, who was raised poor
in rural Scotland: "a picture of myself, as I was in my younger
days.'"^ A former scholarship student, Beattie devoted a long career
as usher, schoolmaster, and college professor to doing for others what
education had done for him.
Beattie's hero has prototypes in Thomson's Knight of Industry and
West's Knight of Education, but The Minstrel innovates by
substituting the progress of a person for the progress of a
personification. In this it follows the lead of Rousseau's Emile (1762),
which also casts speculative history in the form of fictional biography.
Beattie took his program from Percy's essay on the minstrels in the
Reliques; the setting recalls Ossian, but while Macpherson (like Percy)
went to dangerous lengths to invent a particularized social and
historical context, Edwin dwells in a largely imaginary space and
time. "Antique words I have avoided" (3) the poet tells us, avoiding
social and historical discriminations with a non genre-specific poetic
diction that would become the norm in romantic poetry. Admitting
"both simplicity and magnificence of sound and language" (4), the
Spenserian stanza fulfills Beattie's educational program for uniting past
and present, low and high. It is chosen "to bear some relation to the
subject and spirit of the Poem" (4). As in Montesquieu's "spirit" of
" The Minstrel is quoted from Poetical Works, ed. Alexander Dyce (London; Bell, 1894):
James Beattie to Lady Forbes, 12 October 1772; in William Forbes, An Account...of James
Beattie (Edinburgh, 1806): 1:207.
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the laws, Beattie implies a unifying structure of feeling that underlies
a complex of social practices and beliefs. Spirit in this sense runs
counter to the eclectic styles and voices Augustan poets used to mark
differences within a society (and which mark Burns as a late
Augustan); Beattie limits himself to naturalized archaisms woven into
a continuous fabric of sentimental and descriptive verse.
In contrast to West's allegory of Gloriana's Palace, Beattie's
Minstrel represents social integration in and by song, the medium
through which spirit permeates traditional societies. The Hermit
declares that it is a minstrel's responsibility to promote political
harmony in an alliance of education and government:
'Tis he alone, whose comprehensive mind.
From situation, temper, soil, and clime
Explored, a nation's various powers can bind.
And various orders, in one form sublime
Of polity. (2:488-92)
By specifying this as the poet's role, Beattie pursues an organic bond
between the matter and the manner of his poem: the "Gothic
structure and original" of Spenser's stanza expressing the latent spirit
of the Ancient Constitution. Like Gray, Beattie opposes this spirit
to Plantagenet feudalism ("Spoil, carnage, and the cruel pomp of
pride; / Chant of heraldry the drowsy song," 2:322-3); it was equally
opposed to enervating neoclassicism. Because genius or spirit is what
is peculiar to the "situation, temper, soil, and clime" of a nation, the
task of restoring a constitution could only be taken on by vernacular
" Siskin regards such displacements of personification as constitutive of "romantic discourse,"
68-84. Beattie doubtless knew Thomas Sheridan's British Education: or, the Source of the
Disorders in Great Britain. Dublin, 1756) which cites Montesquieu, 26, and Gilbert West,
153n, while making explicit the connection between vernacular literature, "spirit," and the
constitution: "the fair memorials of the many great men produced in this country, the noble
model of our constitution, and the true spirit of liberty, far superior to the ancients, which
breathes in our writers, should be preserved for ever like theirs," 193. On Sheridan in
Scotland, see Crawford, 23. Beattie's allusion to a gothic "spirit" is also indebted to Hurd's
Lectures on Chivalry and Romance (1762), which opposes Spenser and Shakespeare to French
neoclassicism. William Dowling calls attention to the explicit fictionalizing in appeals to the
Ancient Constitution and the Age of Elizabeth, "Ideology and the Flight from History in
Eighteenth-Century Poetry," in Leo Damrosch, ed.. The Profession cf Eighteenth-Century
Literature (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993) 139-40.
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literature. Unlike West, Beattie imitates the spirit rather than the
letter of Spenser's poem, dropping allegory and archaism as
inessential. The minstrel's untutored imagination mediates between
past and present, local and universal. Through Edwin's eyes and
Beattie's words we enter into another world that is yet familiar. Of
course Beattie's Minstrel resembles medieval poetry about as much as
Gray's Hegy resembles village balladry; imitation is visual rather than
verbal. The task of binding powers and orders into "one form"
depends upon the resources of a poet's "point of view"—that which
renders a culture as culture. Neither poem adopts the point of view
of an untutored villager, though both artfully imply a common sense.
Gothicism in The Minstrel begins to resemble twentieth-century
college English because cultural education relies on generic procedures
first developed in speculative histories by Macpherson, Beattie, and
Scott. In such works visionary characters and aesthetic description
communicate alien structures of feeling; we learn to understand others
not because we share a common truth, but because the fiction creates
the illusion of perceiving the world as others do. The illusion of
being in two places at once sets up the double perspective required for
critical self-reflection. Beattie's untutored bard, like some versions of
Shakespeare, dwells in a colorful and descriptive world picture against
which modernity can be measured and found lacking; in contrast to
over-civilized England, Scottish backwardness becomes a source of
innocence, virtue, and imaginative power. Aesthetic education serves
similar ends in novels by and about social others now taught to
college sophomores, works often replete with visionary wonders
(Richardsonian- and Crabbe-inspired realisms survive as contrary
genres with different Spenserian origins). When untutored experience
is fabricated by learned writers, the process of critical self-reflection
threatens to become predictable, even dogmatic, as when cultural
educators assert the universal truth that all notions of truth are
culture-specific. Cultural discourses have naturalized "point of view"
metaphors in ways that make such contradictions difficult to
recognize.
Prior to publication, Beattie sent Gray sample stanzas and the
argument of the poem. The professor of modern history at
Cambridge University responded kindly and even enthusiastically to
the professor of philosophy at Marischal College, but Gray found
fault with Beattie's plan;
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The design is simple, and pregnant with poetical ideas of
various kinds, yet seems somehow imperfect at the end. Why
may not young Edwin, when necessity has driven him to take
up the harp, and assume the profession of a Minstrel, do some
great and singular service to his country?...This will not appear
an improbability in those early times, and in a character then
held sacred, and respected by all nations. (Correspondence,
3:1140)
Gray was doubtless thinking of Ossian, ur-type of romantic poetheroes. But Beattie was not composing an antiquarian epic. What,
then, was an aesthetic education good for? Gray admired Beattie's
purple passages, but he felt that description, while "it made the most
graceful ornament of poetry...never ought to make the subject." A
serious narrative poem (in contrast to, say, pastoral elegy) ought to
present a significant moral action. But Beattie's poem, at least as he
left it, terminates not in action, but a higher state of consciousness.
Description was essential to this purpose, for "vision" was at once the
means and end of aesthetic education, in The Minstrel as much as in
the "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard." Yet Beattie, as much
as Gray, sensed there was a difficulty with this.
The ethical worth of aesthetic education, still a live question for
Beattie, becomes an issue when the Hermit curses the "tools and toys
of tyranny." Like most eighteenth-century hermits, he finds solitude
unacceptable and eagerly embraces the opportunity to initiate
innocent Edwin into the finer things. The Hermit, quite as much as
Edwin, is James Beattie, who later chose to remain cloistered at
Aberdeen rather than accept preferment in Edinburgh or the Anglican
Church. Edwin hesitates to exchange innocence for fame:
Ah, what have I to do with conquering kings.
Hands drenched in blood, and breasts begirt with steel?
To those, whom Nature taught to think and feel.
Heroes, alas! are things of small concern. (2:310-13)
The response that formal education will "curb Imagination's lawless
rage" (2:400) is not very satisfactory perhaps, since untutored Edwin
is neither lawless nor raging. Edwin's resistance recalls the bum-
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birching episode in Shenstone, even as the hermit's reply recalls
Gray's admonition to Beattie: impose an orderly moral design on
your wayward fancies. He declares that ornament should hold "the
second place / ...to intrinsic worth and just design / Subservient still"
(2:528-30). But Beattie and Edwin stall, apparent victims of cross
purposes: while Edwin is to progress towards virtue, knowledge, and
discrimination, Beattie was regressing towards aestheticism,
superstition, and immediacy. The poet wrote to his patron, Elizabeth
Montague, that "I know all its faults, but I cannot remedy them; for
they are faults in the first concoction; they result from the
imperfection of the plan.""
These faults appear when the concluding stanzas strive vainly to
conflate the opposing norms of geoigic and romance. Edwin's
progress is to be spiritual:
From Nature's beauties variously compared
And variously combined, he learns to frame
Those forms of bright perfection, which the bard.
While boundless hopes and boundless views inflame,
Enamoured consecrates to never-dying fame. (2:519-23)
A note informs us that the bright forms are the "immediate
archetypes of sublime imitation" described in Aristotle's Poetics and
Reynolds's Discourses. But neither Aristotle nor Reynolds regards
knowledge of forms as immediate: like Gilbert West, they argue that
the seeds of virtue "from discipline alone, and early culture grow."
If knowledge were as immediate as spirit, Edwin's objections would
hold and there would be no need for academies. Beattie conflates a
neoplatonic doctrine in which forms are innate with an Aristotelian
doctrine in which forms, mediate and learned, are internalized
through habitual discipline, as in Canto II. Only by finessing two
very different notions of imitation could the aims of liberal education
be identified with the simple insight of untutored genius.
Might an untutored villager's insights into nature and virtue be
regarded as culture? Teachers of college English, taking over demotic
understandings of culture from the anthropologists, encourage
students to regard their own limited understanding as a "point of
' Kurt Piischel,/itmes Beatties "Minstrel.'* (Berlin: Meyer and Muller, 1904) 5.
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view," a step towards training them to tolerate the points of view of
others in the global village. The communication of truth and the
transmission of knowledge become secondary matters. Beattie, who
taught English literature as a branch of moral philosophy, was no
such relativist: Edwin is to pass from untutored experience to a
knowledge of the best that has been thought and said. But this would
make nonsense of the simplicity attributed to medieval Scotland.
While he might have completed The Minstrel (at least three later poets
did it for him), Beattie stopped writing poetry. Were Edwin to
become civilized, the poem would be subject to the objections posed
to Ossian; were he to remain untutored, Beattie would sacrifice his
commitment to humanism; to evade the distinction, as others
increasingly would, might devalue the claims of poetry to truth. Nor
was Beattie alone. Laureate Warton criticized the "unsocial sloth" of
his beloved Goths (1:134) even as he promoted a new medievalism.
Unable to make the choice of Hercules, Warton described himself to
Reynolds as "enamour'd of a barbarous age, / A faithless truant of the
classic page" (1:54). Discrimination was not only painful, it could
seem paradoxically illiberal. Meanwhile, the use of poetical fiction to
foster a "spirit" of liberty began to have effects. Robert Southey, the
very embodiment of Shenstone's lad, detested Oxford, yet his political
views and cultural explorations were extensions of Oxford Spenserianism, as were those of Bishop Reginald Heber of Calcutta and the
great Orientalist Sir William Jones. College enrollment surged as latecentury gentry, responding to the lure of academic gothic (and better
clerical livings), came to identify themselves with the piety and
patriotism celebrated by the poets."
William Wordsworth's Salisbury Plain poems followed the
trajectory set by the other Spenserians, moving from allegory to
sentiment. In the process, Wordsworth inevitably confronted the
issues of untutored genius and national identity, given new urgency
by events in France. Wordsworth began in a spirit of opposition: to
compose a pacifist poem in Spenserians was to challenge a century's
" Warton, "Ode Written at Vale-Royal Abbey" line 46; "Verses on Sir Joshua Reynolds's
Painted Window" 7-8 in Poetical Works, ed. Richard Mant, 2 voL, (Oxford: 1802). On
college enrollment see Rothblatt, 91-7; Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 168; on gothicism see Mark Girouard, The Return
to Camelot: Chivalry and the English Gentleman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981)
15-28, passim.
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worth of xenophobia expressed in Francophobic hymns to commerce,
victory, and empire. The Reverend Richard Polwhele, for one, was
hurling Spenserian curses at "rufEan France, / Mingled with
execrations" (13). As the "Letter to Mathetes," published in The
Friend (1810) makes clear, Wordsworth was well aware of what was
being taught in school.
He attacks Whiggish confidence in
"triumphant progress" by comparing "an aspiring Youth, leaving the
Schools in which he has been disciplined...to a newly-invested Knight
appearing at the Court, of the Fairy-Queen." Encountering the
national Spirit in all its trappings of "gorgeous pageantry," the youth
is liable to be misled: "A false Gloriana in these days imposes
worthless services, which they who perform them, in their blindness,
know not to be such" (2:266). Like Shenstone, Wordsworth elected
to live independently on a small income while pursuing reform
through writing; unlike Shenstone he was not a popular writer,
though he lived long enough to be rewarded with a pension. The
drafts of "Salisbury Plain," published in the Cornell Wordsworth,
might be regarded as an act of self-criticism from within a Spenserian
tradition that was beginning to have grave doubts about the virtues
of commerce, progress, and modernity.^®
Unlike The Minstrel, the Salisbury Plain poems are set in
contemporary Britain, Gothic visions framed within a probable
narrative.
While this circumvents Beattie's difficulties with
historicism, Wordsworth still faced the problem of using descriptive
poetry as a vehicle of moral instruction within a narrative poem. The
revisions labor to establish a relationship between the untutored
characters, who are not political agents, and the educated narrator,
who is. While the narrative was eventually published in 1842 as
"Guilt and Sorrow," this troublesome poem bore more immediate
fruit in the thoughts on education prefacing Lyrical Ballads (1800).
The first version, called "Night on Salisbury Plain" (1793-94) opens by
contrasting the happiness of persons in simple societies with the
misery endured in complex, commercial societies; while savages
endure pain unthinkingly, civilized moderns suffer through memory
Richard Polwhele, "The Ancient and Modern Patriot Contrasted, 1795" 1-2 in Poetic Trifles
(London: 1796). Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Friend^ ed. Barbara E. Rooke, 2 vols.
(Princeton: Princeton University Press) 2:260, 66. Stephen Gill, ed. The Salishury PUin Poems
of William Wordsworth (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1975).
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and reflection (stanzas i-iv). Taking off from this Rousseauvian
notion, Wordsworth correlates divisions of labor with divisions of
consciousness. The characters on Salisbury Plain suffer private
anxieties while their historian suffers by disinterested reflection. As
the villagers wander off uncomprehendingly, the narrator allegorizes
on how empire and inequality drive a wedge between a superstitious
populace and the educated classes. It is not altogether clear, given the
mutilated state of the manuscript, whither these reflections tend. The
Wanderer and the Vagrant experience hallucinatory visions; the
narrator's conclusion is cast as visionary allegory. But these points of
view are as different as the two cantos of Beattie's poem; villagers
unread in Caesar and Strabo are in no position to de-allegorize
visionary encounters with Druids, nor does the narrator embrace
their belief in the supernatural.
Wordsworth's ambivalence towards village superstition appears to
stem from his ambivalence towards the original inhabitants of
Salisbury Plain. Druids make frequent appearances in Spenserian
poetry; in West's Institution of the Order of the Garter (1742), choruses
of spirits, bards, and druids arise to praise the Whig virtues. Collins
praised Thomson as a druid and raised the spectre of rebellious
superstition in the recently published (1788) and much-discussed
"Ode on the Popular Superstitions of the Highlands." There Collins
pleads with John Home to further the cause of national unity by
civilizing the visionary powers highland wizards were using to foment
war with England. In "A Night on Salisbury Plain" the wizards are
of the opposite party, beating the Drum Ecclesiastick for war against
France. Wordsworth seems to intend the clerisy when he attacks the
"insensate" ones at "Wisdom's porch" (Iviii); he calls for new
(republican) Artegalls to liberate human sacrifices from the tyranny
of Druid law:
Heroes of Truth pursue your march, uptear
Th' Oppressor's dungeon from its deepest base;
High o'er the towers of Pride undaunted rear
Resistless in your might the herculean mace
Of Reason; let foul Error's monster race
Dragged from their dens start at the light with pain
And die; pursue your toils, till not a trace
Be left on earth of Superstition's reign,
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Save that eternal pile which frowns on Sarum's plain. (Ixi)
We might infer that what is needed to resist the forces of progress and
corruption is to place education in the care of a better sort of
druid—a politically disinterested druid—who might harmonize a
divided public through a renewed and purified Spenserian medium,^'
Such was the argument of Collins's Ode.
In revision, Wordsworth followed Beattie's lead in shearing away
allegory and toning down his imitations. In a 1794 letter to Mathews
he concludes that he had a problem with genre; "children of this
species ought to be named after their characters [e.g. The School
mistress, The Minstrel, "The Cotter's Saturday Night," "The Female
Vagrant"], and here I am at a loss, as my offspring seems to have no
character at all." "Adventures on Salisbury Plain" (c. 1795^9) shifts
from description to narrative, giving the characters "character" in
greater powers of agency and reflection. In order to "expose the vices
of the penal law and the calamities of war as they affect individuals''
(letter to Wrangham, 1795) the Wanderer becomes a destitute sailor
driven to murder who repents, confesses, and dies before he can be
executed, This is quite similar to what Southey was writing in his
neo-Spenserian "Botany Bay Eclogues" (themselves derived from
Thomas Warton's pacifist Five Pastoral Eclogues, 1745),
Yet
Wordsworth was not happy with the results and only "The Female
Vagrant" portion appeared. In 1799 he wrote gloomily to Cokridge:
"So much for the vulgar, Further the Poet's invention goeth not,"
In making his villagers moral agents, he was, in effect, educating
Edwin; he had not "looked steadily at my subject...the descriptipns
are often false, giving proofs of a mind inattentive to the true nature
of the subject on which it was employed" (1801), Wordsworth came
On the Druids in eighteenth-century literature see A. L, Osyen, The Farripus Druids: 4
Survey of Three Centuries of English Literature on dre Druids (Oxford: Clafendon, 1962),
138-54, passim-, ^einbrgt, Britannia's, Issue, 492-5; and Sam Smiles, The Image of Antiquity:
Ancient Britain and the Bomantic Imaginatipn (New Haven; Yaje University Press, 1994),
75-113 and passim^ Alan Liu sees Wordsworth's British Druids as a rnask for revolutionary
violence in France, Wbrdstwrth: The Sense of History (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1989) )93-7; on the allegory see T J, Gi'lfhrist, "Spenser and Reason in the Omclusiop of
'Salisbury plain,'" £LN 7 (1969): 11-18; on the revisions, see Enid Welsford, Salisbury Plain:
A Study in the Development cf Wordsworth's Mind and Art (New York: Barnes and Noble,
1966), 5-30; on the Beattie connection, see Everard H. King, "Janies Beattie's 'The Minstrel'
(1771, 1774): Its Influence on Wordsworth," Studies in Scottish Literature 8 (1970) 3-29.
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to believe that the poem was "addressed to coarse sympathies, and had
little or no imagination about it, or invention as to story" (letter to
Collier, 1814). The disinterestedness displayed by the villagers was
no more probable than the heroism of the earlier mace-wielding poet;
the revised poem vetoes on the sentimentality of Perdita Robinson's
druidical "The Foster Child, in Imitation of Spenser" (1793).^^
The famous preface to Lyrical Ballads returns to the problem of
joining the intellectual mind to base and vulgar limbs; how to resist
corruption by uniting untutored vision to educated virtue?
Wordsworth's program recalls the "country" republicanism celebrated
by the Dodsley poets, a tradition opposed to the whirly-gig of fashion
and trade associated with Walpole's London. In opposition to the
"revolutions not of literature alone, but likewise of society itself"
Wordsworth seeks a principle of "permanence" in the universal
passions: "among the qualities which I have enumerated as principally
conducing to form a Poet, is implied nothing differing in kind from
other men, but only in degree." In Anglo-republican doctrine, this
kind-degree distinction iniplies a belief in equality under the law, but
also deference to a natural aristocracy, men "possessed of more than
usual organic sensibility who had also thought long and deeply."
Education and leisure are necessary to produce such leaders, but also
to develop a public capable of discriminating those fit to make laws.
This is the immediate danger: commerce and the accumulation of men
in cities "are now acting with a combined force to blunt the
discriminating powers of the mind, and tmfitting it for all voluntary
exertion." This aptipathy to commerce amounts to a wholesale
rejection of Locke and modernity; as Edmund Burke put it,
explaining why lawyers and accountants make poor legislators: "they
are rather disabled than qualified for whatever depends on the
knowledge of mankind, on experience in mixed affairs, on a
comprehensive and connected view of the various, CQinplicated,
external and internal interests which go into the formation of that
multifarious thing called a state"
The comments are quoted from Poetical Works, ed. E. da Seliticourt, 5 vols. (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1940, 1963), 1:331-4. Mary Robiqson's 53 Beattiesque stanzas were published in
Poems, Vol. II (London: 1793).
" The preface is quoted from Lyrical Ballads, ed. W. J. B. Owen (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1969, 1987), 154-5, 169, 157, 160. On the kind-degree distinction, see J. G. A. Pqcock:
"At all events, though the many acknowledge the few to be superior in their capacities, the
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Like Burke, Wordsworth seeks to avoid abstraction by grounding
philosophical universals in concrete particulars, hitching the chariot
of classical virtue to the horses of romantic vision. In calling for a
"poetic legislator," he responds to the madding crowd by shifting
emphasis from a positive law corrupted by interests to a
transcendental "spirit" of the laws. Like Gray, Wordsworth would
use the annals of the poor to position himself as disinterested observer
outside the social divisions fomented by commerce, making "the
incidents of common life interesting by tracing in them, truly though
not ostentatiously, the primary laws of our nature" (156, my
emphasis). But Wordsworth inverts the generic relationship Gray
uses to frame the relation of lettered to unlettered utterance. In
Lyrical Ballads, not poetry but "low and rustic life" is pastoralized; the
poet is not a shepherd but a geoi^ic observer scientifically engaged
with rural speech and psychology. Wordsworth's rustics, while
usually inglorious, are anything but mute; their "plainer and more
empathic language" displaces Gray's literary diction as the object of
poetic imitation. Possessing "the discriminating powers" necessary for
poetry, the empathetic poet can transmute village dialects into the
language of Man by a process of culling and selection not unlike what
Beattie had done with Spenser.
Wordsworth overcomes the opposition between civilization and
culture by rearranging the scene of instruction: it is as if the hermit
goes to school with the villager and he, not "Edwin," becomes the
poet. The preface to Lyrical Ballads challenges Beattie on imitation
by citing Aristotle and Reynolds—the only critics mentioned—and
getting them right. The laws of human nature are not apparent to
untutored insight, but learned through imitation in an Aristotelian
pedagogy of "habits" and "dispositions" (165): thus will the poet
"describe objects and utter sentiments of such a nature and in such
connection with each other, that the understanding of the being to
whom we address ourselves, if he be in a healthful state of association,
must necessarily be in some degree enlightened, his taste exalted, and
relation between debate and result is one of equality. Deference, then, is perfectly compatible
with equality, so long as the latter is proportionate equality in the Aristotelian sense. Indeed,
this sort of equality cannot exist unless qualitative distinctions and inequalities among men
are recognized," "The Classical Theory of Deference," American Historical Review 81 (1976):
518. Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France, ed. J. G. A. Pocock
(Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987), 39.
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his affections ameliorated" (158). Note the humanist triphcate:
instruct, amuse, move. In a passage often excised from textbookeditions of the preface, Wordsworth cites Reynolds to the effect that
taste "is an acquired talent, which can only be produced by thought
and a long intercourse with the best models of composition" (177,
emphasis in original). The desire to extract disinterested virtue from
untutored passions leads Wordsworth to reject both the diction and
subjects of humanist poetry, yet his imitations of vulgar speech still
require the humanist's insistence on discrimination. He would agree
with Beattie that artless songs, while poetic, are not poetry. In his
self-appointed role as educator, Wordsworth tries to distance himself
from the "triviality and meanness" (157) of the many untutored poets
hymning village virtue in the manner of Gray's Elegy and Beattie's
Minstrel. An 1815 letter takes aim at the Ettrick Shepherd's
unlettered Spenserians: "if there is to be an Error in style, I much
prefer the Classical model of Dr. Beattie to the insupportable
slovenliness and neglect of syntax and grammar, by which Hogg's
writings are disfigured." The "true taste and feeling" (164) separating
the poet from the villager demands principles of imitation as rigorous
as any learned at Eton or Westminster. "The man speaking to men"
formula, as Raymond Williams pointed out long ago, derives from
contemporary debates over professional specialization; it does not
imply Everyman speaking to anyone, but a liberally-educated observer
speaking to persons in a "healthful state of association"—that is,
persons other than slaves and mercenaries corrupted by dependence
on commerce.^"'
Because Wordsworth still links education to imitation and virtue,
key elements of humanism survive in his program for reforming
politics through literature. But they survive transformed when the
purpose of education is not to foster desire for "undying fame," but
redefine a concept of virtue appropriate for modern civilization.
Wordsworth responds to the objection Gray posed to Beattie: if
"moral sensation" (159) is the means and end of liberal education,
there can be no objection to making description rather than action
Letter to Gillies, quotes from Markhara L. Peacock, Jr., The Critical Opinions of William
Wordsworth (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1950), 183. Raymond Williams,
Culture and Society, 1780-19S0 (London: Chatto and Windus, 1958), 39-47. On commerce
and culture see Barrell, The Political Theory <f Painting from Reynolds to Hazlitt (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1986), 3-68; on Wordsworth's rejection of Gray, see Weinfield, 164-80.
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the subject of a serious poem; "the feeling therein developed gives
importance to the action and situation and not the action and
situation to the feeling" (159). Wordsworth's program begins to make
sense of the idea of culture, yet it was rejected by his contemporaries,
notably by Coleridge in the Biographia. Readers sympathetic to older
concepts of virtue would dislike his demotic subjects; readers
sympathetic to the plight of the poor would dislike the absence of
Christian morality. In the end, a selective reading of the preface
became foundational for English studies in which Wordsworth's
commitment to virtue all but disappeared. Just so, courtly Spenser
had been transformed into a spokesman for commerce by eighteenthcentury academics. In both cases old poetry inspired innovative
pedagogy, but in neither case did that pedagogy reflect political
beliefs or educational doctrines expressed by the poet. Thus
traditions grow and change.
It was probably no coincidence that "virtue" reentered the political
and educational lexicon in the 1990s, for the understandings of culture
inherited from Enlightenment and Romantic anthropology are losing
ground, even within the academy. As difficult as it may be to discuss
education without reference to culture, we might recall that as
recently as two centuries ago this was a word applied primarily to
vegetables. As one would only expect, most recent proposals for
reforming education resemble Gilbert West's allegory, being deeply
rooted in the very cultural discourses they seek to displace.
Substantial change, the equivalent of the original invention of English
studies, will require a creative examination of the historical record,
perhaps something like the eighteenth-century renaissance of the
Renaissance. That experience suggests that a program based on
imitation need not circumscribe innovation. Indeed, a reinvention of
imitation would seem to be the first step towards defining a post
modern conception of virtue.

